San Francisco’s Chinatown has a common heart: its sidewalks and plazas are packed with people; market stands flow over with produce, housewares, and knick-knacks; and Cantonese chatter fills the alleyways day and night. Chinatown’s common heart has grown strong through the commitment of long-time and new immigrant residents, loyal business owners, and the cultural impact that extends beyond its physical boundaries. Chinatown is one of the last affordable neighborhoods in an increasingly expensive city and is threatened by mounting environmental challenges, such as climate change. Sustainable Chinatown will preserve this cherished community, increasing its affordability, sustainability, and resilience—so its heart can beat on.

Our efforts stem from a common vision for maintaining affordable housing, sustaining our unique culture, and improving environmental performance. To learn more, visit:

sustainablechinatown.org
A beautiful neighborhood with good fortune and peace

Housing with luck, longevity and health